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The physical arch and the arch effect are related to many geotechnical problems,
such as the stability of mine openings, a tunnel’s shape, and disaster prevention.
However, observing the arch in geo-material is challenging due to Earth’s invisible
force network distribution. The arch shape is a critical parameter related to the
arching effect, which is still an open question. Specifically, the force network
evolution after local excavation in granular material is revealed using the photo-
elastic technique, and the system pressure variation is calculated qualitatively in
particle scale according to the G2 algorithm. Besides, the force chain arch is
formed by strong force chains, which are important in redistributing the stress
field. The principal direction of the spatial correlation colormap represents the
direction of the strong force chains in the network. Based on this preferred angle
between the strong force chain and the horizontal direction, a simplified force
chain arch trajectory is iteratively rebuilt. Then, the total force chain distribution is
studied considering both G2 and the total length of strong force chains, with the
corresponding results demonstrating a relationship between the changes in
these characteristics and the force chain arch formation.
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1 Introduction

Arch plays an important role in the stability of geo-granular materials, which is
directly related to civil and geotechnical engineering. For instance, in ancient times, a
physical arch-shaped structure was used in bridge construction to transfer the vertical
loads into the horizontal direction in ancient time while there was lack of modern
bridge construction techniques. At the same time, in mining excavation or tunnel
boring processes, a physical arch-shaped structure was used to reduce the overburden
pressure (Aubertin et al., 2003; Xie, 2005; Lee et al., 2006), as well as to predict their
stability. However, an invisible arch (force network arch) in geo-granular materials
stabilizes geo-granular piles like embankments and natural slopes (Low et al., 1994;
Chen and Martin, 2002). The arch effect has been noticed since the 19th century, with
Janssen (Janssen, 1895; Sperl, 2006) explaining the pressure saturation with height at
the bottom of a vertical cylinder. Besides, Terzaghi (Terzaghi, 1943) described the
arching effect in the soil as a transfer of pressure from a yielding soil mass onto
adjoining stationary parts. Based on Terzaghi’s theory, many research works focused
on theoretically explaining and experimentally observing the shape of the force
network arch. Handy (Handy, 1985) theoretically calculated the varying stress in
the arch as the boundary friction and proposed a catenary arch to describe the
trajectory of minor principal stresses. However, the catenary arch theory is still
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under debate. Harrop-Williams (Harrop-Williams, 1989)
highlighted that the arch was close to circular compared to
the catenary, while Quinlan (Quinlan, 1987) disputed the
choice of catenary shape, arguing that cohesion should be
considered. Iglesia (Iglesia et al., 2013) conducted a trapdoor
test in a geotechnical centrifuge, presumed that the arch should
be the failure surface, and transformed the arch’s cross-section
from a curved shape to a rectangular one.

An important reason for the complexity of studying the force
network arches in geo-granular materials is that the force
network arch in geo-granular materials (e.g., sand, soil) is
usually impossible to be defined mathematically. However,
using DEM (Cui et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2024) or photo-elastic
experimental techniques (Howell et al., 1999; Vanel et al., 1999;
Geng et al., 2001; Theocaris and Gdoutos, 2013; Wang et al.,
2020) allows visualization of the stress-based arch in granular
materials and thus has been widely used in recent granular
materials research (Majmudar and Behringer, 2005; Bi et al.,
2011; Sun et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2014; Tang and Behringer,
2016; Wang et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2018).
The photo-elastic model made of transparent and birefringent
plastic, is placed in the polarized light field. The stress
distribution characteristics can be determined by measuring
the different interference fringes produced on the model when
the load is applied. Based on stress-optical theorem, the photo-
elastic experiment of particle materials can measure the force
state of each particle on the particle scale and the force chain
structure on the microscale without disturbance.

This work obtains the force distribution in the granular
system and investigates the force network evolution on a
particle scale using the photo-elastic experimental technique.
With constraints in both the left and right boundaries and
servo compression on the top, the particles are locally
excavated step by step from the bottom gates. This strategy
reveals that the force chain arch evolves while the force chain
network in the system is redistributed. Ultimately, this study
provides a force chain arch that is mathematically based on the
space-correlated iteration of the force chain network.

2 Experimental techniques

2.1 Experimental apparatus and protocol

A typical photo-elastic experiment apparatus includes a
stable light source, which provides homogeneous light, a pair
of circular polarizers to create the polarized light field,
experimental samples made of photo-elastic particles, and a
digital camera to collect the photo-elastic response and
particle position information (Figure 1A). The loading system
of the photo-elastic apparatus (Wu et al., 2019) used in this work
(Figure 1B) comprises two servo cylinders mounted at the top
and one side of the frame, respectively. The vertical loading was
studied in detail, with the horizontal servo cylinder shut down as
the boundary wall.

The particles, made from polycarbonate sheets, are placed in
a container of two pieces of transparent glass. The gap between
the two glasses is slightly bigger than the thickness of the disks.
The bottom and right sides of the container (Figures 2A,B) have
11 independent trapdoors, allowing particles to flow from the
bottom or right side, correspondingly (Wang et al., 2015).

A 760 mm square-shaped view of the granular position and
photo-elastic response were recorded during the experiments.
Three different disk diameters (10mm, 8mm, and 6 mm) were
used to fill the container and avoid the crystal packing state so
that a chaotic granular system could be created to represent a
more general situation. The ratio of three different particles
(Figure 2C) is 1 (big): 5 (medium): 3(small), with
approximately 5,000 particles in the container. All the
particles used here have the same elastic modulus and Poisson
ratio, which are 2.4 GPa and 0.36, respectively. The friction
coefficient between the particles is 0.5.

In order to mimic the high-pressure environment, the
granular sample is compressed from the top at a constant
force (F = 200N). A steel bar is placed between the two glasses
to transfer the constant loading from the servo cylinder to the
granular samples. The 11 independent trapdoors at the bottom
were opened one by one from the right to the left side to allow the

FIGURE 1
(A) Photo-elastic setup, where: 1-homogeneous light source, 2-circular polarizers, 3-container made of transplant glass (photo-elastic particles
included), 4- high-resolution camera, (B) Experimental apparatus, where 5-holders for horizontal sliding, 6-cylinder to provide horizontal load,
7 individual trapdoors on the bottom, 8-cylinder to provide vertical load, 9-rails for moving the lens.
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particles to flow out. The opening trapdoor would be closed
before the next trapdoor is opened. Since the trapdoor size is
approximately 6 particles in diameter, a jammed state occurred
above the opening (Tang and Behringer, 2016). The process from
opening the trapdoor to the jammed state is called one
experimental step, and the loading on the top of the granular
system decreases when the bottom trapdoor is opened. The servo
cylinder would add extra loading to ensure the loading from the
top of the granular system is constant before each flow. Besides, a
high-resolution camera (EOS 5D Mark II) is applied to acquire
two image types, illuminated by normal and polarized light,
ensuring each particle has enough pixels (approximately
66 pixels for the big particle) to extract the pressure and
position details from the image (Wang et al., 2016; Behringer
and Chakraborty, 2019).

2.2 Photo-elastic calibration of
individual particle

One of the most important advantages of the photo-elastic
technique is that the pressure of the particle bearing can be
quantitatively calculated based on the intensity gradient squared (G2)
(Vanel et al., 1999) using the image of the particle photo-elastic response.

G2 � a · F + b (1)
where F is the applied force, and a and b are fitting parameters.
Figure 3A illustrates the photo-elastic patterns when an individual
particle is compressed diametrically (from 5N to 55N), with a
diameter of 10 mm. Although the number of fringe numbers can
be used to calculate each particle’s stress tensor (Vanel et al., 1999),
only the G2 method calculates the particle/system pressure

FIGURE 2
(A) Container measurements, (B) trapdoors allowing particles to flow out, and (C) measurements of the particles.

FIGURE 3
Photo-elastic response of single particle: (A) force patterns of particle tests, and (B) calibration of photo-elastic materials showing a linear
relationship between average G2 and the loading force.
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quantitatively. The G2 value has a linear relationship with the
particle pressure in a certain force range up to 55N. Figure 3B
depicts the calibration plot from the photo-elastic patterns of an
individual particle, which presents a clear linear fitting with R2 =
99.72%. In this particular experiment, a = 0.5, which indicates the
speed of the G2 increases with the applied force, and b = 4.3, which
shows the background G2 information.

3 Characteristics of force
chain network

In the following section, two kinds of images are post processed
to analyze the force chain network. Only particle positions can be
detected when illuminating the image with normal light (Figure 4A).
The advantage of the photo-elastic technique is that the force chain
network in the granular system can be revealed without any
disturbance in the polarized image (Figure 4B). By combining the
particle positions from the normal light image and the force chain
network from the polarized image, the pressure of each particle can
be quantitatively calculated using the G2 method. Moreover, the
importance of particles in the force chain network is presented in the
combined image (Figure 4C). The local zoom-in view of Figure 4C is
depicted in Figure 4D, where each particle position is precisely
detected on the polarized image. The different colors of the circles
indicate the particles’ sizes, while the red indicates the big particle,

green indicates medium size particle, and blue indicates the
small particle.

The particle pressure in the force chain network can be
calculated individually on a granular scale. Figure 5 depicts the
probability distribution function (PDF) of the particle pressure in
the seventh step, normalized by the average particle pressure. Most
particles have relatively low pressure, while only a few have twice the
average particle pressure. The experimental results infer that the
extremely high-pressure bearing particles were always located as the
skeletons of the force chain network.

Figure 6 illustrates the global force chain network patterns at
the jammed states of each experimental step, where the opening
locations are indicated with a red arrow. The force chain network
looks very isotropic in its initial state. However, the force chain
arch is generated due to the particles flowing out from the
trapdoor. Normally, instead of a single force chain arch
comprising one layer of particles, the force chain arch is more
like a couple of layers of particle clusters. The force chain arches
are typically just above the opening trapdoor, which would shift
from the right side to the left as the trapdoors open one by one.
Many theories have been proposed to predict the shape and
position of the force chain arch (Handy, 1985; Quinlan, 1987;
Harrop-Williams, 1989; Iglesia et al., 2013), with the following
section applying a novel method to detect the force chain arch
shape experimentally based on the spatial correlation of the force
chain network.

FIGURE 4
Three kinds of images from the experiments and postprocessing: (A) normal image, (B) polarized image, (C) polarized image with particle contours,
whose position and centers are tracked from the normal image, (D) zoomed-in part of the overlapped image of force chains and particle position.
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4 Force chain arch in the excavated
granular material

4.1 Distribution of force chains based on
statistics

A network of strong force chains is extracted from the system
to get a macroscopic magnitude of force chains (e.g., Figure 7A).
The accumulative number of particles that G2 exceeds the mean
value, represents the total length of a strong force chain, and the

average particle stress normalizes the strong force chain network.
Figure 7B presents the length changes of the strong force chain L
due to the force network reconstruction after each local
excavation step.

In general, the length of a strong force chain decreases with the
local excavation steps, indicating fewer particles in this force chain
network. Since the total loading on the top of the particles is
constant, the force distributed is less homogenous than in the
initial state. This is especially true when a clear force chain arch
is built (e.g., from step 4 to step 7).

FIGURE 5
Distribution of particle stress for different diameters. Different colors refer to different diameters, including ‘ALL’, which indicates PDF for all particles.

FIGURE 6
Force chain network evolution in different steps.
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4.2 Arch reconstruction using spatial
correlation

This paper applies the spatial correlation function to calculate
the principal direction of the force chain network. The calculation
area A is a square window size of 300 pixels *300 pixels from the
force chain network figure, centered by the point on the arch
trajectory. For any point (x,y) in A, the autocorrelation C(x,y) is
calculated using Eq. 2, which is a two-dimensional summation.

Cx,y � ∑
299

m�0
∑
299

n�0
A m, n( ) �A m − x, n − y( ), 0≤ x≤ 299

0≤y≤ 299
(2)

where m and n indicate that the summation includes all the
combinations of A(m,n) and �A (m-x, n-y) that are real, where m
and n vary from 0 to 299 (window size 300 minus 1). C(x, y) has
negative and positive row and column indices.

The spatial correlation coefficients of each selected force chain
network are calculated using Eq. 2, with Figure 8A presenting the
spatial correlation coefficients distribution of the local region around
the force chain arch. A high value indicates the direction of the force
chain arch. The spatial correlation coefficients along and
perpendicular to the arch direction are presented in Figure 8B,
highlighting that the spatial correlation coefficients perpendicular to
the force arch decay much faster than those along the force arch. The
inset of Figure 8B shows the zoom-in version of Figure 8B in a log-
log plot. Hence, the whole force chain arch can be detected based on
this iteration. By defining a start point (x0, y0), where y0=0 and x0 is
the first point from the left boundary that a preferred angle can be
seen in the spatial correlation colormap, the coordinates of any point
(xi+1, yi+1) on the force chain arch is computed using Eq. 3.

xi+1 � xi + l

n

yi+1 � yi − xi+1 − xi( ) tan θi

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (3)

where 0<i≤n, l is the width of the force chain arch, n is the number of
iterations, and θi indicates the direction of the principal direction in
the spatial correlation colormap (Figure 8A).

The trajectory of the force chain arch is reconstructed, as shown
in Figure 9A. The insets are the spatial correlation colormaps

corresponding to different positions around the force chain arch.
Meanwhile, three widely used force chain arch prediction theories
(Handy, 1985; Quinlan, 1987; Harrop-Williams, 1989; Iglesia et al.,
2013) are applied to calculate the force arch geometry. The force
arch detected in this work generally agrees well with theoretical
predictions, even though they do not have the same geometry.
Indeed, the experimentally detected force arch has an asymmetric
geometry, while all theories give symmetric predictions. This is
because the excavation is applied one by one from right to left, and
the granular materials are highly memory-dependent materials.
They will probably not provide a symmetric force arch if not
excavated symmetrically. However, this property cannot be
revealed by the current theoretical predictions.

5 Conclusion

The force chain network and arch are essential properties
stabilizing granular materials and are directly related to many
applications, such as mining and tunnel engineering. This work
conducts local excavation experiments in photo-elastic granular
materials, presenting the force chain network without
disturbance. The following conclusions can be drawn from the
analysis of the experimental results.

(1) The particles are excavated locally in a granular system with
constant pressure. The force chain arch appears after certain
flowing steps, under which the force chains tend to be fewer
and weaker compared to those on the other side of the
force chain arch.

(2) The force chain arch caused by local particle excavation
comprises strong force chains. The skeleton of the force
chain network indicates that fewer particles are involved in
the stronger force chain network as more local excavation
steps were conducted, meaning these particles bear more
force from the top.

(3) The force chain arch is calculated from the spatial correlation
of the force chain network structure, revealing that the
principal direction is in good agreement with the direction
of the arch.

FIGURE 7
(A) Skeleton of the strong force chain network at step 7, (B) Total length of strong force chains L versus the excavation steps.
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FIGURE 8
(A) Colormap of the autocorrelation coefficient at the seventh step. θi is the angle between the x-axis and the principal direction of the spatial
correlation map. (B) Spatial correlations in the directions of the arch axis and perpendicular to it (the seventh step). The average diameter dm of the disks
normalizes the distance (D).

FIGURE 9
(A) Force chain arch calculated using the spatial correlation in the force chain network at the seventh state. The insets are colormaps of
autocorrelation coefficients from different positions of the force chain arch at the seventh step. (B) Force chain arch trajectories of calculation using
spatial correlation and theoretical assumptions. Catenary, semicircle, and triangle-shaped arches are represented by green, blue, and cyan curves,
respectively.
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